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Eng.i neering
official.dies of
heart attack
.

.

62-year-old had chest pains, felt ·faint·

•

when he arrived, Carmagnola said Fuller was semiconscious with a weak pulse.
According to Lt. Tommie
A UCF engineering administrator died of a heart attack Nelson, UCF police commander, Carmagnola reOct. 2.
Dr. Richard H. Fuller, 62, quested a call to 911 at 8:59
was assistant chairman of a.m. The call was made after '·Industrial Engineering and officers noticed that Fuller had
Management SystemsFuller' s lost consciousness and had
_
secretary, Gloria Hill, said stopped breathing.
Carmagnola reported that
Fuller suffered a heart attack
when he arrived at UCF on the two students present, Tom
Bill Woody/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Shipley, 29, and registered
_
morning of Oct. 2.
NOT YOUR AVERAGE BEACH PARTY
Someone called the UCF nurse Jane Monte, 32, inPolice Department at 8:55 formed the officers that they
Volunteers from the UCF Environmental Society participated in a coastal cleanup·Saturday spona.m., and UCF Police Officer knew cardiopulmonary resussored _by the Center for Beach Clean-up and Marine Conservation.
Steve Carmagnola was the citation. Shipley said he
learned CPR in ROTC.
first to arrive at 8:57 a.m.
According to a police report
Secretary Joy Tatlonghari
told the officers when they and Nelson, Shipley and
arrived that Fuller entered Monte alternated chest comCEBA I complaining that he pressions on Fuller while .UCF
had chest pains·and felt faint. Officer Randall Mingo per.
.
Tatlonghari said Fuller col- formed mouth-to-mouth reThe pretest consisted ofloadingthe computer lapsed and several office em- suscitation. .
·
by Sheila Howard
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
software and then calling an 823 number to ployees helped lay him on the
see FULLER page6
make sure everything works. "Hopefully, this ... floor.
Beginning 5 p.m. Friday campus telephone eliminate[d] any problems we would have to
exchanges will change from 275 and 281 to 823, face Oct.12 during the conversion," Weber said.
Four-digit extensions of UCF telephone
which spells "UCF."
"Even though the.actual conversion will last numbers will remain the same, except for some .
about an hour, it will be transparent to the specially requested numbers.
Various departments ordered numbers
user," UCF Telecommunications Manager
which spell the name of the department or a
· '
Gisele Weber said.
.
In other words, the telephone lines will be specific function of that office.
For example, the telephone number for-the
operational and will function normally
campus radio station will be UCF-FM89. The
throughout the changeover.
Southern Bell and the Telecommunica- number fo-r Housing.and Residence Life will be
tions office conducted a pretest of the change
see PHONE page 6
b~tween 5 a.ni. and 6 a.m. on Oct 9. by Mary Watkins

•

•

STAFF REPORTER

'UC_F ' will replace existing

campus phone· exchanges

•

Tru~k

strikes, injures student
riding bike near entr~nce to UCF

by Jamie Carte
EDITOR IN CHIEF

A truck hit a UCF engineering student while he was riding his bike to school Wednes-

day morning.
Frank Larrazabal, a junior
aerospace engineering major,
has a hurt knee and an injured
spinal cord as a result of the ac- ,
cident.
.1

Central Flqrida Blvd.

2

Legend
1:Vehlcle One {at fault)
2=Vehicle Two (bicycle)
3:Polnt of impact

• Reconstruction not to scale

SOURCE: UCF POLICE DEPARTMENT

Brian Wente

He was going to school at
about 10 a.m. when the truck
hit him while changing lanes
on Central Florida Bpulevard,
just past UCFs entrance from
Alafaya Trail.
A police report states the
truck hit the bike. However,
Larrazabal said he was not on
his bike when the truck hit
him. He said he was off his bike
because he was lifting his bike
up onto the curb.
Larrazabal said the truck
hit him at about 25 mph and
stopped a few feet ahead to see
what had happened.
The impact threw him five
feet from from his bike, Larrazabal said, and his back hit a
"Reduce Speed Ahead" sign
before_ he landed on the
ground.
·

Patricia Nauer/CENTRAL FLOHIDA FUTURE

SKY'S THE LIMIT·

UCF Junior Varsity Cheerleaders practice a new stunt called the
see ACCIDENT page 5 "JV" outside the Education Building.
-
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. Health teacher invites competition in Biathlon
by Julianne Jacks
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•
Any UCF student to pass the "Wellness Czar" in
the fifth annual UCF Biathlon Saturday will win $25.
•
Dr. Don Ardell, 52, has formally challenged runners and bikers in the biathlon.
Ardell said he will be outfitted as "Professor Well• ness" for the race.
Ardell said the costume depicts all the body's
muscles .a nd organs.
Ardell, who teaches a graduate class titled Health
~ Promotion in the Workplace, was encouraged to
make the race bet by Terri Langford, the race coordinator.
.
"He's pre~ty sure that no one will };>eat him; but he
ignores the fact that the students are younger than he
is," Langford said.

.

.

Placing first or second in countless biathlons and
triathlons for his age group keeps Ardell confident.
"I am presently training for the United States
Triathlon Series taking place Oct. 23, so I feel I'm in
good enough shape for Saturday;" Ardell said.
·The biathlon consists of a two mile run, eight miles
of bicycling. It finishes with another two-mile run.
The bet is limited to four·UCF students and the
money will come from race proceeds.
Some students mentioned the challenge to Rick
Wolfe from Bikewiser, a cycle shop.
"The bet has definitely sparked interest," Wolfe
said. "Five or six people have.come into the shop with
asperations of passing Don. He's a phenominal
athlete."
Some students said they feel the race will be close
between them and Ardell.
"My bike isn't quite ready since I was misinformed
about the date of the race," student Rob Beams said.

"But it will still be head to head between Don [Ardell]
and myself."
Ardell said there are greater purposes for entering
the biathlon than to win a $25 bet.
·
''The biathlon is to celebrate wellness and to
spread the wellness idea that aging is negotiable,"
Ardell said.
"I'm not going to kill myself to pass somebody. In
fact, I'll shake their hand if they win."
Gene McDowell, head football coach and UCF
athletic director, entered the entire football team in
the biathlon since there is no football game this
weekend.
McDowell said the 60football players are expected
to wear their football helmets during the bicycle
competition.
·
The biathlon will take place on Lake Claire by
Greek Park and coordinators expect ~pproximately
300 competitors.

Death. penal.t y debated as
'Hot Topic' of this month

•

Hughes of Campus Ministries.
Susan · Anderson served as the
debate's moderator.
Amne~ty International members
Keiner argued that capital punishcomposed a majority of the active audi- ment is ''barbaric" and "cruel and
ence rebelling against capital punish- unusual punishment." He referred to
ment at this month's Hot Topic debate. the 1972 case of Furman vs. Georgia
Hot.Topic, sponsored by the Campus that caused a temporary termination of
Activities Board, featured a debate on capital punishment.
the issue of capita.I punishment, called,
Keiner said capital punishment
"Resolved: 'The Death Penalty should deprives each individual of his eighth
and 14th Amendment rights;
be prohibited."'
Four speakers met Monday in the
He debated the inequality of people
Student Center Auditorium for the, getting executed, saying that only poor
.
, . peoplet uneducated people, unstable
debate. ·
, The pro side 9f the· deba:1;e gr0;ujf·:,_' ~ pet>ple. Ql''mi~odtf.es-.ie,Qeive_ the major.featured Waf1:'en Keiner, ·chairman of ity of e:ifecu.ficms. · · ~·· · ·
Central Florida American Civil Liber"Ca:pital punishment does not delete
ties Union; and Don West, a local attar- crime," Keiner said. "It's uncivilized
ney. The con side was represented by
see HOT TOPIC page 5
Joel Dick, local attorney; and ~aul
by Heidi Steiner

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

BRUSH STROKES
Caroline Thistle, 26, a graphics design major, works on a painting for a weekly
critique
on the third floor of the Fine Arts Building.
1

rj ;

·Election Cornnission fined for polls Op8ning ·1ate
• by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

•

In a closed hearing Thursday afternoon, Student
Government's Judicial Council fined the Election Commis" sion one day's payfor not opening main campus polls on time
Sept. 18.
.
At the same time, the council said the election commissioners were not responsible
for voting polls at the Brevard
campus opening three hours
late on an election day, Sept.
17.
The hearing stemmed from
an appeal of t~'e elections by
ousted senator David Mann,
who said the delays in getting
the ·polls open cost him the
election for Arts and Sciences
seat 9.
Mann lost his seat in the
senate to Melissa Dietiker,
302-297.
In a memo dated Oct. 5,
acting Chief Justice ·Pat
Fletcher told the commissioners that while the delays had

• 911 EMERGENCY LINE
Beginning Monday, UCF
students, faculty and staff will
be able to reach police, fire or
medical emergency services on
campus by dialing 911.
Non-emergency calls will
not be accepted on these lines.
Callers can request nonemergency services and police
information by calling the
department business num-

influenced the student senate
elections, no candidate had
been helped or hurt enough to
justify a re-election.
Mann also said the commission could not be blamed for
the late opening of the Brevard
polls because that campus did
not have an election commissioner.
Mann's appeal was denied
by the council, which said although the election had been
influenced, no candidates
were advantaged or disadvantaged.
Mann has since appealed
the council's decision to Dr.
Carol Wilson, dean ·of students.
The previous senate refused
to confirm Mike Moore as Brevard election commissioner
Aug. 23.
Seyeral senators said they
felt the entire commission was
being rushed through without
a hearing by the Elections and
Appointments Committee.
The committee did not -interview Moore.
However, the senate con-

firmed four main campus proved because the election
commissioners that day- period would start Sept. 4.
The ruling in Mann's case
Chief Election Commissioner
Diana Staneszewski; Doug figured highly in Monday's
Anderson, assistant chief; and hearing of Garci Perez's apCommissioners Lee Lipton peal of the election.
Fletcher said the judicial
and Adam Smith.
The committee did not in- council would not hear Perez's
terview any of the four appeal because it had already
·decided against Mann, whose
commissioners.
Several senators said the appeal was on similar
commissioners had to be ap- grounds.

hers: business calls, 275-2422; • CATHOLIC MINISTRY
crim.e prevention or victim
The Newman Club and the
services, 275-2165; escqrt pa- Catholic Campus Ministry are
trol services, 275-2425.
sponsoring a special UCF
Centenary Conference from
•WITHDRAW FRIDAY
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Friday
The deadline to withdraw in the Board of Regents Room
from fall semester classes is on the third floor of the AdFriday.
ministration Building.
Withdrawals must be made
Guest speakers will assess
at the Registrar's office in the John
Henry
Cardinal
Administration Building.
Newman's influence on higher

education and the liberal arts
tradition.
• CELEBRITY CHEF
The Hospitality Management Department will continue its Celebrity Chef Series
this fall.
Chef Chen of Ming Court in
Orlando will be featured beginning at 6:30 p.m. Saturday
in CEBAII.

Perez, who had not been
informed of the council's
Thursday decision, said he did
not understand it.
Perez said the Brevard
campus is part of the university.
"If they're going to be election commissioners, they need
to be responsible for that."
Perez said he had not decided what he would do next.

• GALA FUNDRAISER
The Altamonte Mall will
host a gala fund-raiser to build
UCFs endowment for aca- demic fund-raisers from 6:30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Sunday with
a showcase of UCF's.
The fund-raiser could raise
as much as $50, 000 that will go
into the Alumni Trust, a fund
formed by UCF alumni to attract support for scholarships.

.iI

•

i

I
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Army ROTC sends student letters
to Mideast
.

Public schools write letters.to American soldiers jn Saudi Arabia
-by Pamela Englund

But when Taylor's fellow ROTC Cadet Ben
MacMahon's reservisfµnl.t was called to Saudi
Arabia, this pos,sibility became reality.
.
. "It really :hit home. Most .pf us ·will ·probably
Christina T~ylor.,, 27, and her f~llow. Army :end up going ove.rse~s. ~f1 were .there I would
ROTC cadets wanted to d.o something to show _ want to know that Jriy community is supporting
loca1 support for the soldier,S in Saudi Ar.ahla. me," Taylor said.
· ·
.
.The cadets at UCF started the program about
At the sugge,stjon of Army R-OTC Battalion
Commander Dan Russeau, Taylor; a second- a month ago. Taylor picks the letters up from the
year cadet who served active duty in th~ U.S. schools and gives them to the cadets to read.
Army before attending UCF, investigated the
Then they sort through the letters to make
possibility of starting a letter writing program sure they are appropriate to be sent to the •
in the public school system.
soldiers. Some of the students seem confused or
Taylor said she had worked in the north Bre- uncertain about the events in Saudi Arabia and
vard County School system as a student write unsuitable letters.
teacher as well as a substitute teacher. She ,
However, the cadets have found some letters
that they think the soldiers will really enjoy.
began her inquiries there.
She spoke with the principals of six Brevard
Taylor told of one elementary 'school boy who
county schools, ranging from the elementary to wrote a complete description of his two older
the high school level.
sisters in their '20s and still live at home.
"I was surprised at the response. It was out"I think he was trying to marry them off," she
standing. They all wanted to do something and said.
this gave them the opportunity," Taylor said of
Taylor said many of the teachers have used
ner first campaign. Taylor said many of the the program as a letter writing assignment or as
UCF cadets are also army reservists whose a geography or history lesson.
units are on alert. They realize they may be
called to active duty overseas.
see LETfERS page6
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF Army ROTC cadet Christina Taylor and her fellow cadets
have started a letter writing campaign with area public schools.

2 studying cardiopulmonary science g_
e t scholarships
by Heidi Steiner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Orange Pulmonary Group
awarded two UCF seniors $500 scholarships.
Respiratory therapy students
·James Arreche of Longwood and Benjamin Floyd of Altamonte Springs are
the recipients of the group's fifth annual scholarships.
Both students are studying the field
of cardiopulmonary science.
T~e group consists of four lung spe-

cialists: German G. Escano, M.D.;
Lawrence Gilliard, M.D.; Dennis R.
Stevenson, M.D. ; and Arif Shakoor,
M.D.
"I chose this field because I find it
fascinating and there is such a high
demand. UCF has been a major contributing factor tow~rd my advancement in this field of study," Floyd said.
Lawrence Gilliard, M.D., a UCF
adjunct professor and physician with
the Orange Pulmonary Group in
Orlando, awarded the scholarships.
"Scholarship selection was based on

students' achievements, community
involvement and leadership potential,"
Sharon Douglas, Interim Chair of
Cardiopulmonary Sciences, said.
"It's hard to get grants and scholarships in the medical field, and to have a
local professional group support this is
great."
·
Arreche has a bachelor's degree in
microbiology.
He also served as vice president of
the Preprofessional Medical Society
and has been on the President's Honor
Roll at UCF.

He has performed research in the
areas of biochemistry and analytical
chemistry, and he received a NSA cancer research grant.
Floyd has received the Scholastic
Aptitude Achievement Award for
Blacks and the Orlando Rotary Club
Jr. Member Award.
Floyd is a member of the UCF African American Student Union and the •
Student Respiratory Therapy Association.
see SCHOLARSHIP page 7

STUDENT VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
AS CAMPUS TOUR GUIDES
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

JON CAMBELL, ADMISSIONS
OFFICE, 281-5439

•

•

•
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him to death."'
.Hughes said there should be
a
fear
for those who so wrong.
FROM PAGE 3
Civil law and criminal activity
should have certain conseand unequited in pr~ctice."
quences.
Dick represented his side
"I believe there is a basis for
with an emotional appeal us- the death penalty and it
ing the story of a Cocoa Beach should be applied mercifully,
murder victim.
upholding justice."
He also compared degrees of
Hughes also said the death
homiciqes, focusing on the dif- penalty should be viewed on
ference between a barroom television.
~tabbing and someone going But West argued that the
mto another
scripture sets a
person's home. ~~~~~~~~~~ higher standard
"There is a "We are not shielded than law ret r e men d o u s fr . d th .
d
quires in Flor:
amount
of
om ea ' we 0
~da.
vengeance," not need to see it On
West
also
Dick said.
TV ,,
~aid television
West dis·
viewing would
puted the cost
• Dan Horowitz cause "copy cat"
differences of
Amnesty International murders and it
life imprisonmay "influence
ment and exepeople
percution.
Michael PohltGENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
verted enough to seek notori"It costs the taxpayers $3.5 ety."
Hughes then reflected on . Joel Dick, a former attorney,-debated in favor of the death penalty in the United States at the Hot
million in taxpayers' money to
the
balance of mercy and jus- 'Topics debate Mond~y sponsored by the Campus Activities Board.
execute one person, whereas it
costs the taxpayers only one- tice.
half million [dollars] to hol,lse
He said society is given the frenzy ... allows people in politiA question and answer ses- International pleaded with
a prisoner for life," West said. right to uphold standard of cal office when they shouldn't sion followed the panelists' the panel to get on a personal
debate.
_
West also stated there is "no justice-life for life.
level in their debate.
be."
cure" for the harm done.
Dan Horowitz, abolition
Hughes said he is more in''Wehavearightasasociety_
Turner then told a hypoThe death penalty is "not a terested in how the system can to exact the death penalty on coordinator for Amnesty Inter- thetical murder story in which
deterrent" and it is "not effec- improve the standard of execu- those who violate law," West national, argued against he was the guilty criminal.
tive revenge," West said.
Hughes' appe~l that executi on.
said.
"Would you be able to kill
Hughes contested that the
West said the system of
Warren ended formatted tion&. should be viewed on tele- me? Look me in the eyes.
Bible provides basis for capital execution is unreliabMThere's debate concediilg that most vision.
Would you be able to kill me?"
punishment.
"We're not shielded from Turner asked, as he walked
no predictability to the sys- murders are·crimes of passion.
Hughes restated the Bible: tern," West said.
"Frying them would be as death; we do not need to see it toward the panel. ·
'"If a man kills a man, take him
"It's not swift and sure. It much a deterrent as ·incarcer- . on TV," Horowitz said.
"Without · a doubt," Dick
Lance Turner of Amnesty said, ending the debate.
away from my altar and put w hips
people
into
a ating them."

HOT TOPIC

•

•
•

•

•

ACCIDENT
FROM PAGE 1

11

Because working part-time at
UPS ... I don't have to. They have
five-day schedules that leave your
weekends free. Work morning or
night hours that work around
your class schedule. And get
paid holidays and vacations.
"That's plenty of tim·e to study or ·
recharge. And I make p[enty too .. .
almost $10,000 a year for working about
4 hours a day. UPS knows students
value time as much as money.
'f\t UPS, most students work in Operations and some in Accounting, Industrial Engineering, I. S. and Customer
Service. So if you don't do weekends, do
contact UPS." - Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F
.

I

*

I

~

Orange County Fire and
Rescue took Larrazabal to
Orlando General Hospital.
Anthony Visconti, a senior
biology major, was driving the
-'81 Ford truck.
Campus Police charged Visconti with "'Improper Lane
Change."
Visconti had no comment
about the accident.
Sgt. Sandra McClendon>
UCF Crime Prevention officer,
said the police department
receives many complaints
about the 20 mph speed limit
and the campus tr~ffic lights.
McClendon said there is a
need for both the speed limit
and the lights.
"There is a great irp.portance for traffic control for
pedestrians and d-r ivers no
matter where you are," she
said.
She also said she is not sure
whether pedestrian or driver
safety was a factor in this accident involving a truck and a
bike.
Larrazabal said, "I know
the 20 mph speed limit is slow,
but there are a lot ofbikers and
people walking ' around on
campus. Just be careful."
This is the first semester
· Larrazabal has ridden his biketo campus.

It's
It's s:
It sav

GIVE
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For example, to call the vice president.
Nelson responded to this conThe directory has not been
cern, saying, ''The ambulance PHONE
operatorfrom a campus phone,
delayed to accommodate the
is not at the Chevron station. It
dial 3-2000.
A Southern Bell central telephone numbers; ' it is usucan be coming from almost FROM PAGE 1
anywhere."
exchange office was opened to ally distributed at that time,
Dibona said.
handle the 823 exchange.
The ambulance took four
The directory provides adThe last four digits ranging
minutes to reach OGH from UCF-HOME, and UCF-BAND
campus. The hospital is lo- will be the number to call for from 0000-6999 are assigned dress and telephone listings of
to UCF, according to Weber. departments, students, faccated on Lake Underhill Drive band information.
between Chickasaw Trail and
The campus operator can be The 7000-8999 series is as- ulty and staff.
Student addresses and teleGoldenrod Road.
reached at 823-2000, which is signed to on-campus residents
Susan Sipprell ofOGH said the same extension as the old and 9000-9999 is reserved for phone numbers are obtained
from UCF's central computer
campus pay phones.
Fuller was unconsdous when system.
The 1990-91 UCF directory system.
Also, campus extensions
the rescue team brought him
The directory will be availin and never · regained con- will change from four digits to will be available at the end of
five. The new system requires November and will reflect the able at the Student Governsciousness.
She srud the cause of death that "3" be dialed before the new changes, according to ment office, Student Center
Jason Dibona, student body Room 203 and the KIOSK.
was cardiac arrest.
extension.
Fuller moved to Orlando . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - from Massachusetts and began to work at UCF in August.

CHAIR
FROM PAGE 1

They administered CPR
non-stop until Orange County
rescue and emergency medical
technicians arrived.
According to Nelson, the
rescue squad arrived at 9:13
~.m., when Ful'lei: was stabilized and transported to
Orlando General Hospital.
The ambulance arrived at the
hospital at 9:1 7 a.m.
Some witnesses to the incident expressed concern that 15
to 20 minutes elapsed before
the ambulance arrived and
took Fuller to. the hospital.

ltiitll•t1••11111

LETTERS
FROM PAGE4

Because the teachers have
used the letter writing pro- gram· to educate the students
on the activity in Saudi Arabia, Taylor said, ''The kids
have a pretty good base knowledge of what the soldiers are
. going through."
.
Taylor said the letters the
students write mainly express·
their concerns for the emotional and physical health and
welfare of the soldiers.
Overall, the letters reflect
the pride and admiration the
students have for the bravery

of the soldiers.
Taylor has collected more
than 1,000 letters, which have
all been sorted through by the 1 -;:;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;~~;;~;;;;;;~~~~~;-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:-;~;;;;;;~:::::-====-==;;-;;;;;;;;;;-;..:::=-~--;;.. . -_--.-_~
--
UC.F Army ROTC cadets.
The letters have not been
sent yet but are expected to be
C ~ ~·ti ~
'
.
i · , ~ · ci cS 6 ~ ~
sent by the end of the week.
The letters will be sent by
I;
bulk mail, along with letters
Our UCF Back to School

UCF TEAM DENT•ST

0

~~ ~ar:!~~et;~:~!w~~a~

per USA Today.
Taylor said she is pleased
with the success of this first
letter writing program and is
"hoping to begin another campaign in the Orlando area just
intimeforChristmas,because
it's a pretty lonely time over
there when you are away from
your family."

We are on a mission unprecedented .
in medical history.
We are bringing 19 teams of
scientists from around the world
together in one place, for one purpose.
· To find a permanent cure for diabetes.
For all of mankind.
And for your family too.
Together, we can outlive diabetes.

___L~
-- --~-----.

Good Knight Offer!

~? ~~ W~

$10 Check-up includes:
Initial Exam • 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
Offer good vvith Valid UCF 1.0. Only
XPI RES
E
11 /9/9 0 ·
GOOD ON INITIAL VISIT ONLY

O=
· · .--E==:=:::::::::~~
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')l <in

Yorlt''•
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282-2101

Alorna Art Supplies
~''Beginner to Professional"

Why April 11? Because that's when you can take the
Fundamentals of Engineering exam and become
qualified as an engineer-in-training ... the first step in
becoming a Professional Engineer.

Al om a

Center
679-8787

Student Disc·o·unts!!

HP's quantum leap
into the 21st century.
Move 10 years
ahead of the
class with the
new HP 48SX

If you're an engineering student consider tbis. P.E.
registration all~ws more career flexibility and
choice. Professional Engineers aren't locked out
of a career path; jobs are theirs for the choosing
in gove'rnment, industry, construction and private practice. M;:iny employers require
registration for advancement to senior
~ngineering positions.

Shopping

Art & Drafting Supplies

------

---~ ·--

Alafaya Viliage Shopping Center
(Corner o! Hwy. 50 & Alalay~

April 11 Could Be The Most
Important Day of Your Career

NOW OPEN

HP 48SX
ScientJ.fi.c
Expandable
Calculator

11776 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817

•THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONS ltlLE FOR
PAYMENT HAS ARIG HTTO REFUSE TO PAY. CANCEL PAYMENT
·oR BE REIMBURSED FO R PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE.
EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A '
RESULT OF ANO WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE. DISCOUNTED FEE. OR REDUCED FEE SERVlCE EXAM INATION OR TREATMENT.

~·

Join us on our mission.
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HP 285
Advanced
Scientific
Calculator

It will never be easier to take the exam than
now, while courses are still fresh in your
. mind. The test will be administered· on
April 11. The cut-off date for exam
applications is December 12. For
more information, submit a written
request to the Board of Professional
Engineers, 1940 North Monroe
Street, Tallahassee,-Florida 323990750, (904) 488-9912.

The popular HP 285 ..:. the
perfect choice for students
taking college algebra and
calculus.

Clip and return the coupon below for
a free brochure on how to become a
P.E.:

r.-------------------

1 Please send me the free brochure, "Why Become a P.E.? I

Come try it today.
HP calculators Ute best for yopr success

•This offer is good on purchases made
between August 15, 1990 and
October 15, 1990. Ask for HP's
"Limited time only" coupon.

We also stock all other Hewlett Packard calculators,
supplies & accessories as well as Hewlett Packard
laser toner cartridges.
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HEWLETT

~ea PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL
Calculator & Computer ~<o\.
2916 Corrine .Drive
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The NCEES Guide to Registration."

I
I

College:

I
I

Name:

: Address:

I

City:

l
:

State: _ _ Zip Code : _ _

- .1 Return to: The National Council of Examiners

I Jor Engineering and Surveying
I Executive Director
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15°/o OFF
ENTIRE

STOCK
(with this ad.
expires
10/31/90)

•
•

LOCATION I)
CORNER OF
UNIVERSITY BLVD.

('

AND 436
BEffiND CHILI'S
677-7678

A I R
Location 2)
Lake Fredrica Square
3938 S. Semoran Blvd. Orlando

Closest athletic shoe
· store to UCF

ACROSS FROM UCF
SPECIAL

Michae1·Pohl/ICENTRAL FLOR IDA FUTURE

CLUB DANCING

(Coupon Necessary)

.--------------·
L
---------------1

-

2 small, 2 Item pizzas

$5.99

381 .. 0577

:

Lance Douglas just started juggling clubs with a friend three
weeks ago. He said he wants to start a juggling club on campus.

Expires 10/20/90

SCHOLARSHIP

2 large, 2 item pizzas .
$7.99

FROM PAGE4

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

F~~soommuci~~~v~
ment includes: sunshine station volunteer for the Asthma
Camp for Kids (American

· Lung Association), Additions
volunteer program (elementary schools), AIDS awareness
for High School students, pulmonary function testing to
AT&T health fair and fundraiser -volunteer for s ·erenity
House (home for terminally ill
children).
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STUDEN;T -HEALTH FEE

SETTING COMMITTEE

•

THE TOPIC OF DISCUSSION WILL BE TllE PROPOSED INCREASE IN THE ·
STUDENT HEALTH FEE.
,· COME OUT AND VOICE
YOUR OPINIONS ON THIS.
ISSUE.
OCTOBER . 17th
WELLNESS CENTER CONF.
ROOM, 1:30 pm

..

.

A·t fhe Back Door

,, Wednesday Nites

,, 2 for 1 admission w/thi~ ad
$1.50 Kazi & Sex on the Beach
$1 .50 drinks

•,

Free B.u d draft flll midnight · ,
16 + I $6

The best In Alternative music with DJ Johnny Ace from Daytona

.
5100 Adonson street. Orlando

629-4779
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Apple fritters

.
•

• ·
•
national danish
The national budget, what an excitmg topic. Actually the national budget is definitely speeding
over the 55 limit and the only cop in town (Mr.
Gram-Rudman-Hollings, to you) is stuck in the
donut shop being forced fed apple fritters.
How surprising that President Bush supported
Congress's last and final suggestion for the
budget. With the biggest cop in town getting ready
to patrol, what could they do?
One thing the whole group could do is to let the
cop do his job. This would mean a set of cuts ·across
the board in the national budget. The military,
medicare, social security, national parks, et_c ...
would all receive cuts and maybe this wouldn't be
all bad. Everyone would be hurt, but perhaps what
is important to the people will then be part of
Congress's agenda.
Now that the cop is getting .free fritters, the
Congress and president dedded that they could do
a bit of relaxing. It is awfully nice that the president
has this time to go a-Visiting for fellow Republicans
while the budget is undecided and Iraq is hostile.
But, Deputy Bush is watching out for the bad
guys (bad guys = budget collapse or evil Middle
Easterners), and he doesn't l*e those fritters.
The Congress received notice that the budget
plans were a-ok. Isn't it wonderful that Congress
didn't put anything solid in the plan that President
Bush accepted? The money will most likely come
from government payments to hospitals, to health
care providers, to .the farmers and probably the
other sources of wasted money. _
Jesse Helms said the overspending in the
budget comes from · "liberal lawmakers" (Con- .
gress). Deputy Bush had better watch out for those
lawmakers, they may try to 'take' the law into their
own hands.
Overall, the budget plan is to cut $40 billion in
the fiscal year 1891, and $500 billion over the next
five years. Remember that s0me things will grow in
the next five years and other programs will be cut
every year. Food stamps and Social Security will
increase according to the need increase.
The military cannot be cut . .Deputy Bush and
his "lawmakers" would never decrease the arsenal
available to them. The main cop in town, Mr. RudMan, may get full, and that equals a show-down.
Perhaps the education programs could get cut.
That's a good idea. There are too many kids in
college as it is. Or maybe the Post Office cc>uld lose
a little. Mostpeople don't write letters these daysthey use phones~ .
The national budget crisis has ended and our
nightmares have ended. Now that our national
parks can be visited and President Bush can
support fellow Republicans with his time, we can
breath better, although the air isn't any cleaJ:1-er.
Apple fritters may be the national Danish, now
that.it keeps the cop in the donut shop.
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America: crying for leadership

•

Did you ever wonder why America is falling to
pieces? We've all heard the statistics: once ev.ery
fifteen seconds a woman is raped, we are oyer onetrillion dollars in debt, the Senators are corrupt, the
businesses run the show, but do we really know why?
When this great nation was founded, the men who
created the Constitution were men strong in their
conviction: men who had fought a war because they
believed it was right. Why did they fight? They
believed that they should have a voice in their government, they believed that they should be free to worship as they would. These ideas are taken for granted
by many of us today. We are content to have a job, car
and credit card.
When we look at the men of today we see George
Bush. Who is George Bush? What does he believe in
besides the Pledge pf Allegiance? What do these
people believe? Do they act upon their convictions?
Americans are looking for leaders, and they are
finding men who are trying to please everyone instead of standing up for what they. believe.
People, a.k.a. voters, can elect you based upon
what they believe and how you repesent them. If the
minority in the district who did not vote for you still
don't want you in office, then they can act on what
they believe and campaign to get you out.
Is it ever acceptable to cheat? Iy.lany people will say

•
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•

no. When they are taking a test that they have not
studied for, ho.wever, a little look at their neighbor's
is suddenly alright; look at what's at stalce: a grade,
a G.P.A, a potential future is at stake. The person
has allowed a situation to pervert their·normal beliefs. This is an -example of situational ethic.
On a larger scale we have a public official on, say,
a zoning commission. A contractor wants to bU.ild a
shopping mall on an environmentally sensitive area.
Now the commissioner knows that commerce should
never precede a large sector of natural life, but look
at what's at stake: commerce. Economic prosperity in
the region. So he bends the rules, and destroys a large
eco-chain for the pFOSperity of commtinity, as well
as for his re-election.
No-one said standing up for what you believe in ·
was easy, but if we cannot stand on little things, like
the test, how can we take a stand on important
issues? IfAmerica does not have men who are able to
act, to do what they feel they must, how will this
country survjye?
·

a

'Tis the season for politicians
It's the time of the season for the lies to fly. It's the
time of the season to kiss the truth good-bye. The
election season is once again upon us. It is a World
Series of Bad Taste as mud is slung left to right and
right to left..
·
We never get to actually know the candidates. W~
buy a prepackaged candidate item just like we buy a
box of soap powder at Publix. Both.are merchandised
in the same manner. It almost doesn't matter who it
is or what the party is. If the party label packaging is
out of favor switch the packaging design. Join the
new improved Republican party.
This is the electronic age of electi_oneering. In this
brave new world the nop-truths and the half-truths
get spread around by television and radio as the
candidates and their media handlers jockey for
market share.
.
The political smear was perfected by the Bush
campaign in 1988.. There was no way that .George
Bush was going to let an actual issue approach him.
God no! His campaign and media advisors fulfilled
his wish to be elected solely on image.
·
Their design of his marketing plan was so successful that it was worth three times what he p~id. His
campaign was the absolute zenith of smear · and
innuendo with a good dose of the flag· thrown in. It
was a campaign crafted to leave the average voter
convinced that Michael Dukakis was Communist.
It was such a successful strategy that we now have
the same type of campaign all over the country at
every political level. Almost every candidate is
seeking his own Roger Ailes, her own media guru.
Our own gubernatorial race promises to be a real
donnybrook with both candidates striving to stay in
the race. The television advertising that is currently

e

on the airwaves from at least one of the candidates
(One Term Bob) gives new meaning to Spiro Agnew's
famous "nattering nabobs of negativism'.' line.
One promising development is the way that some
newspapers (such as The Miami Herald have begun
regular features that dissect political advertising.
The newspaper features, sometimes called blackboxes are a regular column that describes the political advertising and explains whether it is factual.
By careful examination of the claims of the various TV ads the papers attempt to glean a kernel of
truth ·qut of the chaff. The only problem is getting
ordinary people to read it. After"all, its so easy to just
drink in the TV commercials.
A little hucksterism at election time is to be expected. It is an American tradition. The intensity of
the · current smear campaigns conducted over the
airwaves, however, are something new. If you see a
lot of negative ads from a particular candidate do a ·
little investigating. Believe half of what you see and
nqne of what you hear. It is your responsibility to be
an informed voter and buy all means vote!
In years past there were many lies told in pursuit
of the political Holy Grail but with the advent of the
electronic media·it has gotten obscene. We have to
realize that they treat us as if we were buying a box
of soap. Lately there has been a tremendous decline
in the number of active voters. Makes you wonder
just how many of us actually are buying it anyway?
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· A day in the ·life of Miles, renaissance mole
In the magical land of Satire, county of Truth,
Miles Mole stood before his bathroom mirror completely ignorant of the fact that his life was in danger.
He heard a noise that, upon his investigation, ap,. peared to be a clamor arising outside his hole. He
climbed up through the tunnel and emerged into the
day's bustling sunlight, the towel around his waist
flapping in the mornings breeze.
•
At the base ofhis hill a small crowd was gathering.
It wasn't uncommon for his neighbors to stop by to
admire Miles' hill, as it was somewhat of a wonder of
• the county th.a t Miles, each week, sculpted the base of
his hill into some sort of scene.
One week, small animals playing together; the
next, plants and leaves; occasionally something
~ abstract. Those who came upon_his work for the first
time were often surprised-.and, through time, a few
folks had come to travel a little out of their ways just
, to get~ look. Today, however, something was awry.
"Miles Mole, what's going on with this molehill?"
hollered Acorn Squirrel, whom Miles knew to be a bit
of a troublemaker.
t
Ducking back inside his tunnel, Miles threw the
towel across his sofa and donn~d his new sunglasses
before returning to the gathering mob. He overheard
several comments.
·
· "I just don't get it. Who does he think he is?"
Approaching, Miles addressed them. ''Top o' the
mornin'! Sure hope you're all well. You might not

'
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"You know, I don't know what you're trying to do
with this dirt, but something about it pisses me off."
Miles was taken aback - this was the worst yet. "I
start looking at it, and I don't even care to finish. I
·
don't understand it at all!"
"I'm sorry to hear you're not pleased, but assure
you: it's just a small thing; you can go - there's no
fare due! I don't mean you're wrong, and I'll think of
you next week; for now, it's just dirt! Like or not. Mister Fly, .speak."
"Oh!" exclajmed the dragon fly, stroking an an· tenna thoughtfully. "Well, I think it's ... it's ... all
right." And, pleased to have gotten off so easily, he
decidedly added, "It's very creative." The rabbits
nodded to one another.
.
Miles looked at the lizards, and one bowed a bit.
''That's quite a mountain you've got there," the reptile
offered.
'.'By most folks accountin' ," Miles answered, "my
molehill's no mountain."
Acorn was beside herself. "Mountain? Ha! I admit
I know nothing about art, but that's not it!"
"Just a minute, Acorn," the tortoise chimed in. "'E
lives here. I can't always figger 'im out, but you shun't

insult 'im." Acorn fluslied.
Miles crouched on the ground, surveying the controversial rendering he'd created in the dirt. It was a
perfectly shaped valentine's heart, quite simple, but
well done and somehow suggestive of something
more.
The crowd broke up and, alone, he thought about
them: the squirrel and it's m~an remarks; the dragon
fly with it's multi-arrayed vision and noncommittal
reply; the turtle and it's stability....
· He arose and walked back a short distance to get
a different view. "It's done what I want: raised
thought 'midst the masses. I'll-"
.
Just then, the burning remains . of a. meteor
crashed to the exact site where, for months before, his
humble molehill had stood. His home had quickly
become a small, smoking crater.
· Dusting himself off, Miles quickly took up his
senses and finished his thoughts. "I'll go to my
friend's .... Glad I saved my glasses!"
And, adjusting his specks on his little mole nose,
Miles Mole scampered off into the woods, safe again,
for the time being.

IN LIMBO

by A. S. Whitten
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FRENCH: TYPING/TUTORING 568-1219

'Roommate wanted to share three bedroom 2
bath condo located in Tuscawilla area $235
plus one third expenses non-smoker 3662273
Alpha Tau Omega
V1k1ng was a definite blast-Thank you ZTA for
another social success! V-Ball - ATO - SC Thur. 10:20-Gym- F-Ball Mon.ATC 11-4:00.
Swee theart Party- Fnday- Hom1e plays that!!
Do U Know!
Kappa Sigma
Kappa Sig back on track. Happy hour tomorrow at the quad starting at 3 and ending?
Football game today at 4 vs the Akaks. We will
winn<l>RTAI

1 or 2 F N/S roommate(s) needed to share 2B/
2B apt. Own bath. Lakeside, pools, tennis
courts, laundry room on premises. Needed
ASAP. Must be neatand courteous. Professional-minded student(s), but fun as well!!
Call 679-4515 and leave a message. We will
call you right back!
ROOMMATE(S) WANTED: 3/2 in Sussex
Place. F, N/S,quiet. Avail. lmmed. New locks!
Micro, D/Washer, partly furn. $225 + util. Call
Grace 281-4251or273-6454 leave msg
Wanted: Female to share fully frnsh 211 apt.
located 5 miles form UCF on a lake $230/mo
+ 1/2 utilities. Call or leave message at 6770249

Delta Tau Delta
Ok GUYS, THIS IS THE SCORE
Thanks Dave for the food and boar.
Retreat starts Fri. at 7:00,
with barbeque and games.
It ends Sunday at St. Auggie,

Dean Road Duplex 2 bedroom 2 bath $400.00
per month $300.00 deposit
Children Welcome
Call 889-0170 Please leave messag~.
Room w/private bath $200 mo plus utilities,
furn, W/D, No smoking, Den available, conservative mature adult, No alcoholic beverages
36~·5271 PM.

Responsible FINS roommates needed to
share 2/2. Fully furnished. 1/2 mile from UCF.
$165 + 1/3. 380-9600

Alpha Phi Omega
.
Retreat was great, thanks Autumn. Pledge
Class Service Proiect 10/13. Meet at Canoes
9:45am. Toga Party 10/18 8:00pm. Pledges,
good luck on your Midterm Exam.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Get ready Assoc Mems Here it comesl 3
Fires, the weekend you've been waiting for.
TKE Lil Sisters are the Greatest! TKE I Football kickin butt & takin namesl Service project
coming up. Be at the house at 3pm Oct 14.
Everyone work on their car washing skills for
Oct 21 ! Don't forget Sweeney's on Wed. nite.
There's a monster hurricane headed this way.
Phi Delta Theta .
Great job football team! Let's finish what we
started. The Blues Brothers have never
looked better! Bring pennies for Rock the
Arrow. We're in control, ya know it! PONG
Tau Beta Sigma

To the brothers of Kappa Kappa Psi!

M/F Roommate needed to share 2Bf2B 5 min.
from UCF. Private parking, yard. $210 + 1/2
util. Call 381-0809
Roommate wanted to share 2br/2bath duplex
$200/month + 1/2 utilities. Call 281-4405
Non-smoker preferred.
Need responsible M/F roommate 2B/2B Altamonte, Lakefront, Pools, Tennis. $250 + 1/2
ut1I. Call 331-0171 ASAP
MIF Roommate Needed
Sick of driving on Alafaya?
Pay 0 down, $150/month (+ 1/3 util)
And live 1n Forest Highlands.
Convenient location.
Adjoining Research Park CAii
275-8693 and avoid the traffic
Male roomy to rent private bedroom in 3 bed
2 bath house. $200 + 1/3 power. Free cable
TV, VCR, local phone, washer/dryer and 10
min. from UCF. Call Tom or Richard at 6796918
F only Fox Hunt 2Br 2 Ba W/D ASAP 6717595 Leave Message

Roses are red ..
Our color is blue,
Never forget ...
Your Secret Sisters LOVE YOUll
Later.

Male professional to share 2Brf2Ba condo.
M/F liberal, Non-smoker
Pool, Tennis, WID, etc ... $275, small deposit.
365-9604
Male to share 2 Bdroom apt 1 mile from UCF.
$220 + 1/2 util. Pool, Tennis & Laundry on
premises. ASAP 658-9063 night 658-5111
Day (Lee)

EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRYStudents, Staff, Faculty all invited.
God and Creation theme. Student Ctr.
RM 214, Wed. Noon Dr. Ashmun Brown
Friends of Bill W. meeting for Fall '90 every
Tue. 4-5pm CEBA II Rm. 115
Baptist Campus Ministry
Yes, once again it's Thursday. Are you tired of
staying home watching reruns? Then come to
the BCM Christian Fellowship Knight Lite at
7pm tonight in the SOL Later dudes!!
UCF ENVIRONMENTAL SOC Great Picnic!
Thanks all Coll. Democrats thanks for the easy
win in V-Ball your prayers were answered, it
rained 2nd game.

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 2/2 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-1967.
UNDER $200/MTH each with roommate,
Large 2 bdrmf2 bath, appliances, Patio doors
to Balcony/Patio, walk to UCF, move in now,
Leave Msg at 831-2733. Negotiable.

ASC Typing Service Reports, resumes , proposals, etc. Affordable rates. Pickup &delivery. 695-1917.
Fast, accurate typing. While-U-Wait & same
day service avail. 895-7189

KAWASAKI KX 2~0
Excellent cond. Vf ry low hrs.
$1200 Must see 273-1187 Danny

Caroline's Typing Service, accurate and professional - Reports, resumes, all correspondence - $2.25 per page. Call Caroline 3489316 (407)
Fast turn around; resumes, term
papers, etc. SE Orlando-381-0307

F
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Ib..e Wordprocessor

For rent 2 bdrm 2.5 bath townhouse, double
master baths, balcony, $400 Watson Realty
629-6643

FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1 ooo in just one week.
Earn up to $1,000 for your
campus organization. Plus
a chance at $5000 more!!
This program works I No
investment needed. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

Assumable-2BR-1/2 Duplex-Near UCF.
FURNISHED-Call SHIRLEY HAERING
WATSON REALTY, tosee628-2573 $49,500

ATIENTION:Greeks, Clubs, and Individuals.
Trip organizers wanted for Ski and Sun Tours,
Inc. Earn cash and go for free. Call Moguls Ski
and Sun Tours, Inc. 1-800-666-4857

RESUMES-Professional Writing, editing, and
typesetting services. For details, call Resume
House's 24 hour information line at 904-371676g.

NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell short how-to
reports. Free details: Dana-AE 1 Box 292845,
Dayton, OH 45429

Tarot Readings, by appt. 898-1684

Acoustic Guitar
$50.00
671-1139
$248 Eastern Airline Travel Scrip.
Will sell fro $174 Or Best Offer
Please call Denise 857-3201

Large or small, we type them all
Laser printer;FAST service 679-6692

Students $7/hr. Demonstrate reading programs and educational materials. Call Dave
at629-9349

Baby crib brown wood, very pretty .
$80; Twin size bed complete with Orthopedic
II Sears mattresses & brass headboard $175;
Call after 4pm at 658-1573
AT & T 6300 PC 20MG hard drive
Color monitor internal Hayes-200B
Modem IBM/AT compatible includes
following software; Lotus 123/dBase
Ill plus.Timeline Great Deall!
Asking $1,350. Call 323-9539 Anytime

WANTED- Aggressive young college student
who would like to earn extra money while
attending. school. FIT or PIT positions are
opening at the southeast's largest pool, spa,
and Christmas merchandise retailer. No
experience necessary. Will train (possible
long-term employment for Summer months).
Apply in person at Recreational Factory Warehouse 6325 N. Orange Blossom Trail,
Orlando, FL 32810 (407)291-1600
for
Todd Hayes

A*

UCF area 2.5 acres 1.5 miles SW of college
campus, 1 block from New Univ. HS-Mobile
home possible. Must sell 24900 TERMS 407695-3080
Pioneer receiver $150 OBO Jensen home
speakers 3-way 15" Woofer $100 Kenmore
dishwasher $75 Call 281-4105 ,
TRUE BLUE IBM XT COMPUTER 640K
20MG Hard Dr. Star Prntr $950. COMPAQ
portable 1 20MG Hard Dr Star Printer $700
Eric 352-7323

Camera-Minolta X-370 50mm lens, dedicated
Vivitar flash, filters, hood, cleaning Kit-$195.
Call Mike 679-3870 or 275-2601
Assume No Qualify, $1500 down. 3yr old
2bdrm 2 1/2 bath. All appliances, washer/
dryer, ceiling fans, brand new carpeting.
Close to UCF. Split $575/mo with roommates
and still own. Call 658-8075 .
Kitchen Table - Butcher Block w/leaf 4 chairs
w/wheels $125 657-9436

THE CORPORATE IMAGE-Professional
Resumes that get resultsl! Custom designing, interview techniques, La!!er printed.
CALL: 679-7179

JMJ LIFE CENTER, 603 Virginia Dr.
Free pregnancy test & referrals.
898-5751

Math tutor -Alg/Trig/Calc Call Mike 6790251 Day or Evening

MALE MODELS NEEDED
for a test photo shooting
For More Info 679-1767

•
LH 00051
Quiet, Chnst1an SWM is looking for nice looking, friendly Christian SWF 18-22. Please
include phone# and photo with response.

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, WORD
PERFECT 5.0 IBM letter quality/Laser
printing.
Fast * Professional
*Accurate
,,
KCO Inc WP & DP $1.2512.50 678-6735
Complete typing/WP services last. AES, 2431
Aloma#211 671-4414.
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs

Jennifer Cashin! HAPPY BIRTHDAY I
I hope that it's the beginning of a great year!
Love Stephanie
Barb, Don't start with these Bobby threats.
need you tonight. Meet me @ the Wild Pizza
@ 7pm for the movie "Uncle Buck." You won't
regret it. Let me be your uncle tonite. Me
Happy Birthday Superboyl I Love Youll

MINI CLASSIFIED FORM
$0.75 per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
$l.50 per line: Non-students & businesses
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY-No Refunds

$<!'---Cost per issue:
Number of issues:
Less Discount(if any):
TOTAL COST:
'+'"--$_ _

Insertion dates:

0 GREEK CORNER
OCLUBINFO
OROOMMATES
DFORRENT

OFORSALE
DAUTOS
D HELP WANTED
DWANTED

.,,

LSAT course-begin now for Dec. Test
Superior results,
Payment plan, taught by Law Testing
Specialist-Michael Tierney, 897-3300

Honda Scooter '86 low miles great Cond.
Street legal. $400 678-7185
All or half of Duplex for sale.
9.0 percent assumable FHA mortgages. Each
side has 2B/2B with washer and dryer. Large
lot, 1676 sq ft, very close to UCF/Research
Park. $89,500. Call 365-3425.

Large 212 w/private balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask
about our move-in special 282-5657.

'86 Chevy Celebrity good condition $3500
OB0857-3123 After 5pm 876-1342

Apts across from UCF. Extras . Move in
spec1alsl $420-$445 2/2 balcony some
Washer/Dryer, Some with new carpet. All
Appliances. 578-7185

Roommate Wanted to share 2br/2bath apt.
Near UCF, WID, pool, racquetball. $250/mo
+ 1/2 utilities. Call Joan 823-9g49

And you won't be the same.
So please wear long sleeves,
with "Deep Woods Off."
You won't get a disease,
and you won't get a cough I

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15 yr. legal
sect. $1.00/pg. 366-4045

D·SERVICES
OTYPISTS
D LOST & FOUND
DCARPOOL

OTUTORS
OOTHER
OLONELY•'s
DPERSONALS
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Skating-more than a hobby for UCF student
by Matt Mccredie
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

To some people, skateboarding is
much more then a hobby. Just look
around the campus sidewalks and you
are sure to see someone skating to
class.
Many of these students have found
· skating as an alternative to traditional
-team sports.
Many surfers at UCF like to skate
because it is similar to surfing. In fact,
people used to refer to skaters as "sidewalk surfers." One student takes his
skating seriously.
Matt Lee started skating in his
hometown in Pennsylvania when he
was lo. In a period of three years, he
has become a highly competitive
skater.
He learned to master the sport with
the help of his friend, Mark Davis, who
was already an established skate·. Lee
had no idea of his talent.
"I liked to skate with Mark because
he was good and wanted to help me,"
Lee said. "He taught me the basics and
from there I started to perform."
Success did not come to the young
skater at first though.
During his first competition, Lee fell
off the top of the ramp and suffered a
black eye.

"I was so nervous and was shaking
during my first ride," Lee said.
''When I fell off the ramp, I went
over the top and landed on my face.
There was some good to come out of
this though, for all of the other skaters
would look at me and say, 'Yeah, you're
the one who landed on your head,' and
then they would pat me on the back."
The next skateboarding contest
would prove to be the turning point, as
Lee showed no signs ofhis l~st attempt.
Lee won the Beach Sc.ene contest which
would prove to be the first of many
victories for him.
The ramps Lee likes to skate on are
referred to as "fun ramps." They are
smaller and do not have vertical drops
as the bigger ramps do.
These smaller ramps allow him to
compose his own style and maneuvers
without as much of an injury risk. Lee
said he is not afraid of the big ramps.
He has already proven himself by
successfully riding an 11- foot ramp
with a two-foot vertical side.
"Skating is more then just a hobby,
· it's an art form," explained Lee.
Although Lee had proved himself
to be a master of the !;lport, he gave up
a potential professional career · to ·
PHOTO COURTESY OF MATT LEE
pursue his eP.ucation at UCF.
Matt
Lee
practices
an
alley-hop,
which
is
a
maneuver
in
which
the skater hits the
Lee . plans to major in Radiofl'ele- ,
back
of
the
board
to
jump
straight
up
without
a
ramp.
vision.

11:00 A.M.
CATIIOLIC Cl\MPUS M/\SS
SUNDAY

NEXT

There's nothing like Legend and Lady
. Legend! The most unique college rings
ever designed-only available from
ArtCarved. This popular professional
look offers more ways to personalize your college ring. Don't
delay-visit y<;mr ArtCarved
representative during this
special sales event to see
Legend and the many
other styles available.

WEEK'

Don't
go out
without
your _
rubbers.
We're talking about
condoms.
And we're talking
about AIDS.
If you're not sharing.
needles with infected
drug user's, th·ere's one
other way you can get
A!DS. and that's sex.
Because when passe·d
into the bloodstream by
semen. anybody is
vulnerable to the virus.
There are no vaccines.
against AIDS. There are
no cures for it.
And if you get. you'll
likely-die.
So if you choose to
have sex, be sure to
carry condoms and tell
your partner to use
them.
Let's face it if a woman
doesn't look out for
herself. how can she be
sure anyone else will?
And if he
says no,
so can you.

Al Os

If you think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong.
~J

Sat. Vigil Ivlass G:OU P .l.'vl.
Sunday Iv~asses
8:00,_10:00 & 12 N OOll

JIRT(llRY~Q

1..

10:00a.m.-3:00p.tn.
~
$15 Deposit Required ~

October16-19
University Bookstore

Special Payment Plans Available • •

QICI lGI

We've walked with Lawton, now lefs rock!

Stephen Stills & .
members of The Allnian Brothers Band
First time ever in concert together .
BENEFIT CONCERT FoR THE CrnLEs!MAcKAY CAMPAIGN. SATURDAY Ocr. 20 Ar THE LAKELAND CMc CENTER THEATER
CONCERT - 7:30 P.M. SPECIAL PRE-CONCERT RECEPTION - 6P.M.

---

Stephen Stills and members of the Allman Brothers
Band, including Gregg Allman, Warren ~aynes,
Butch Trucks, and Jaimoe, to benefit the
Chiles/MacKay Campaign for Gqvemor.

AT:~::~:=::... :;;.~,~~:~::C:~m
(813) 287-8844

Reserved Seating $20.50
Special Tickets $100.00
(Includes pre-concert reception)

Ticketmaster locations, or_charge by
phone. For more information call:

800-782-9732

Paid Political AdvenisemenL Paid for by Chiles/Mac Kay Campaign for Governor (Dem)
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ANOTHER PARKING TICKET ???
•

LET NATURE'S TABLE
TA.KE SOfVJ;E· OF T:HE ST,ING. OUT

•

Through .Octobe·r 31, re~~·ive ·a FREE MINl YOGURT

Just by showi.n·g us your UCF p~arking -ticket

•

n~

University Shoppes

University at Alafaya

W"l'
LO\l'F.-\i I:'"'"~ ::_,

!~~;.7

• BASKETBALL NOTES
With three days left in the
men's basketball team's informal practice sessions, Ken
Leeks maintains ·h is lead in
conditioning points. Sinua
Phillips had been pushing
·Leeks for the leadbufhas been
slowed with an ankle injury.
There is a battle foriifth place,
with Mike Boles just two
points behind Tommy
Tormohlen. The top five are:
1. Ken Leeks ·
608 :pts
2. Anthony Haynes 549 pts
3. Sinua Phillips
494 pts
4. Daryl Davis
468 pts
5. 1Tommy Tormohlen 461pts
• MORE BASKET NOTES
Basketball practice officially starts Monday.
The UCF men's team will
·e nter fall practice with a relatively healthy squad. Sinua
Phillips has been slowed with
an ankle injury, but is almost

CHart acourse ·
lor the nearest
TAco·BELL Restaurant and Cleek out the
new C.HILITO. What's a CHILITOT Glad you asked ••• aCHILITO is a
CHeerful blend DI CHoice seasoned ground beet in azesty sauce,
CHock lull ol real CHeddar CHeese all wrapped in ason, ·
warm tortilla.
s
.
So ~ make arun lor the border and make·the tun
..CHoice ••• the new CHILITO from
~
.TACO
TACO BELL. But hurry, this olfar
11ELLe
is lor alimned timel
MAKE ARUN FOR THE •BL
~

=
BX

JOSI

.=~-=-----t=1_;;:~

_J[\

FRAMES 'N SUCH . .. INC.
PAULA M . PEDDIE
407-657-2063

r:l-[l;_,._._-=--==

..

L..::..:.:::::tJ

limited Editions
Lit hos
Photos

Aloma Square
G728 Aloma Avonuo
Winier P;irk. FL 327 92

Oil9
Noedlework
Shadowboxes

r------------------,

:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

GET IN SHAPE WITH

0

R

L

ND

'A

:

0

I

F1Tltl5SS COal~5GTIO~ I
TOTAL FITNESS FACILITY FOR
MEN & WOMEN

** FREE
WEIGHTS
PERSONALIZED
TRAINING
*TRAINING
SPRINT CIRCUIT

** AEROBICS
CARDIOVASCULAR
TRAINING
*&PRIVATE
LOCKERS
SHOWERS

*SUNTAN BEDS
SELF DEFENSE CLASSFS
CHILD CAR~

* BODY BUILDING
WEIGHT LOSS
FITNESS TESTING

**

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

**

CALL NOW FOR .
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

6615 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Fl. 32807

I .

COUPON NOT VALID
WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

658-8000
*MUST PRESENT
THIS COUPON &
STUDENT I.D.

·L------------------~

,,
--

1• UIDllPllly BID.
(It C8Pll8I' If UliYel'llty &Dean Road)

• LADY'S BASKETBALL
The Orlando Recreation
Bureau will host its first
Women's Winter Basketball
League. Play will begin Dec. 3.
Games are scheduled at 7-10
p.m. each Wednesday at the
Downtown Recreational Center, and at the same times on
Mondays at the Smith Center.
An organizational meeting
for coaches will be held at 7
p.m. on Oct 22 in Room 101 in
the Downtown Recreational
Center, which is at 649 W. Livine-ston St. .
For additional information,
contact Larry McCalley at
(407) 246-2288, extension 34,
or James Seyers at 291-7308.
• MAGIC GAMES
-The Orlando Magic will
play its first exibition game of

back to 100 percent. Daryl
Davis was slowed with a knee
injury but also is almost back
to full strength.
• SOCCER ON CV
The men's soccer team will '
be on Cablevision of Centrfil: · .
Florida (CV-32) at ·s p.m. Sat-·
urday when it plays the Floi:ida Institute of Technology at
Rollins College.
• WHERE'S THE GAME
For anyone who hasn't realized it by now, · the football
team has this weekend off.
The Knights return to the
Citrus Bowl Oct. 20 when they
face the defending national
champion Georgia Southern
Eagles, who are ranked No. 15
in Division I-AA.
The Knights (4-2) will not
go on the road for the re~t of
the season. They have five
games remaining this year.

the year tonight at the
Orlando Arena when they
meet the San Antonio Spurs.
Other J>reseasons games are
Oct. 24, against the Atlanta
Hawks, and Oct 27, against
the Miami Heat.
Tickets are $23, $1 7, $12
and $8, and can be purchased
at the Orlando Arena Box Office and at all Ticketmaster locations. To order tickets by
phone, call (407) 839-3900.
• HOCKEY RETURNS
Hockey returns Dec. 18-19
to the Orlando Arena in the
USA-USSR Challenge Series .
Both games start at 7:30. Tickets go on sale atlO a.m. Oct. 20
and will cost $20, $1 7.50 and
$15 at the Orlando Arena Box
Office and at all Ticketmaster
locations..
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Consistency,
stamina
.
allows Valdez to· post
bes·t ·c.On;f ere,n ce . t:i me ··
.

collection of solid times including a 5:29 mile and 11: 56 for
two miles. However, her
· From the beginning, 18- strengths appear to lie in the
year-old Sylvia Valdez has longer distances of between
been running strong in the 3,000 and 5,000 meters.
first cross country meets ofher
A consummate distance
college career.
runner, Valdez relies primarAlong with team captain ily upon consistent pacing and
Tammy Chamberlain, Valdez stamina rather than the aghas helped to lead the Lady gressive tactics and· speed of
Knights to one of their best UCF team captain Chamberseasons, despite a shortage of lain, one of the few women in
available runners.
the ASC' capable of challeng·
A cross country specialist, ing Valdez's time.
Valdez has already estabRecent meets have prolished herself a strong con- duced slightly sub-par perJim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
tender for the American South formances from ·Valdez beConference Championship by cause of bouts with illness and "SWING, BATTER!"
posting the fastest 5,000-me- fatigue. However, she is confi- UCF junior outfielder Kelly Brown, from Charlotte, N.C., takes a few swings during fall baseball
ter time in the ASC. Valdez's dent in her ability to perform practice. Brown batted .290 in 40 games and started 24.
time of 19:33, set at her first well in the big meets to come.
collegiate race (University of
"So far I'm satisfied with
Miami Invitational) in Sep- where I am physically,"Valdez r - - - - - - " - - - - - - - - - - - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ,
tember, has not since been said. "I was sick at the home
!1
· WOLFF SYSTEM TAN~lNG AT
ii
1
achieved by any runner in the invitational [Sept. 22], but I
conference.
j
A graduate of New Smyrna
Beach High School, Valdez like to b:reak 19 minutes for the
finished her prep career with a 5,000 meters."

l?Y Gregory·Eyma

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

amv':i'd::.~b:t:..~~i°~:~d

TAN·FASTIQUE TANNING SALON

MON·FRI 8:3~

AM· 9 PM SAT 9-6PM

DISCOUNT TICKETS
on sale now
through W~dnesday
in the UCF Wellness Center -

~dieva1 Cffmes~

DINNER & TOURNAMENT

THUNDERBIRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Glendale, Arizona 85306 USA

A representative will be on campus
~UESDAY,

free SNERK PREVIEW
(dancing horses, sword fights,
wenches giving away crowns)
on
:Saturday, Oct. 13,- at 10 am on Lake Claire
at the UCF Biathlon .and Picnic. Join us!

OC.'fOBER 16, 1990

to discuss
GRADUATE STUDY
Interviews may be scheduled at
C.AREER SERVICES

Medieval Times will make a ·s2.oo donation
to the Student Wellness Advocate T earn
. for every ticket sold this week.
••
.,,,,

\

ASC
FROM PAGE 16

•
~

•

•
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blockers and one outside hitter. The Lady Cardinals' team
has seven freshmen, the entire
bench and one starter.
"Our setter, Jenny Heisler,
is a very hard worker who can
make things happen out there
on the court," Lamar Assistant
Coach Stan Little said. ''When
the players are hot, they can
really play. When they get excited we can look forward to a
good game from them."
Heisler leaas the American
South in assists and was
named conference's Player of
the Week for the first week of
the season. Teri Langston is
Lamar's best all-around

player, ranking among the
conference leaders in kills, hitting percentage and blocks.
"They have the potential to
be in the top three," Little said.
"They're not fully confident in
themselves yet. They haven't
reached their peak yet. We
really haven't pJayed too many
teams that are better than us."
For the Lady Cajuns of
Southwest Louisiana, 1990
has been a seasen of streaks.
They came out smoking as
they won their first 13 games.
The Lady Cajuns then lost
three in a row before rebounding to win seven consecutive
games. After losing a game
· last Saturday the Lady Cajuns
record stands at 20-4, which is
best overall in the confer.ence.
Southwest Louisiana has

three team members who lead
an American South statistical
category.
. Kim Calloway leads the
· conference in hitting percentage with a .397 average. Stacy
Schmidt leads in kills while
teammate Jennifer Autry is
third. Sara Holkan leads in
blocks, a category in which
Calloway is third.
Both Schmidt and Callaway
have won the conference
Player of the Week honors.
Another American . South
head coach in favor of UCF
joining the conference is Pan
American's head coach Becky
De Los Santos.
"I think having UCF in the
conference is great," De Los
Santos said. "I'm glad because
it'll provide a different region ·

-
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of volleyball. The rest of our
teams are in Texas, Louisiana
and Arkansas so it'll be good to
have a school in Florida, too."
The Lady Broncos have only
one junior and one senior on a
team that has a 3-10 record.
The remaining 10 players are
freshmen and sophomores.
Two of those sophomores
are ranked 1n the conference in
kills. Tania Thomas and Carla'
Williams are ranked fourth
and sixth respectively. ·
"We're trying to get ourselves organized. I know our
record isn't very good, but the
improvement in quality of play
from past teams is incredible.
We're very young basically.
We're looking forward to playing UCF."
The Lady· Knights go into

15

the mini tournament with a 9-5
record. Overall, that record is
good for a fourth place tie with
Louisiana Tech.
But it is the record in the
three minitournaments that
qualifies a team fo~ the major
tournament in Arkansas. The
winner qualifies for post-season play.
Volleyball Notes: Lisa Peterson is the only UCF player
leading a statistical category
in the conference. She leads in
digs with 3. 70 per game. Linda
Santiago is third (3.35).
Kathy Fill is third in assists
with 10.00 per game.
In team statistics, UCF
l_e ads in digs with an average of
16.93. The Lady Knights are
also second in hitting (.280)
and fourth in assists.

•

•

KEMPER
CHIR·O PRACTIC CLINIC
"Specializing in Neck, Back an<!_ Sports Inj uries"

·Two miles from U.C.F. on University at Dean Road
- (In the Publix Center )
Insurance Accepted
10% discount on initial visit to students, faculty, and staff

ONE GIANT LEAP
Jan Fasso of the UCF track team practices the hurdles as he
1
prepares for the season, which starts in December.
·

..
&TRAWL . ®
WNE1'WORJK

~ .. student

· ·Government
Asso.c iation
Bicycle Sale

11913 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, Fl 32826

H U R R Y

DON'T WAIT
LOWEST PRICES

MAKE YOUR HOLIDAY RESERVATIONS
NOW AND SAVE
CALL NOW 407-381-3564
You are invited to a

~

\~

SPECIAL UCF CENTENARY

CONFERENCE

1§1
\W

Friday, Oct. i 2, 1990
Assessing the Influence on Higher Education
arid thE? Liberal Arts Tradition of the Work of

Friday, O~tober 19th
on the Green
1pm-5pm

JOHN HENRY~ CARDl~Al NEWMAN
1801-1890
Speakers:
Dr. Edward P. Sheridan, Dean, College of Arts· & Sciences
Dr. Jerome Donnelly, Associate Professor of ~nglish
ff shop Norbert M. Dorsey of the Diocese of Orlando

All Sales CA.SH ONLY/I

Board of Regents Room
Admin. Bldg., 3rd Floor

.

12:30 - 2:30
Refreshments will be provided

Sponsored by:
Newman Club and Catholic Campus Ministry,
University of Central Florida

1' -

by Jay Rutenkroger
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE.

The UCF men's golf team set six
tournament records and one team record to win the MacGregor Tournament
of Champions Tuesday at the Holston
Hills Country Club in Knoxville, Tenn.
The Knights were tied for seventh
after the first day but used a teamrecord 9-under par 279 Monday to
vault into the lead. UCF shot a 285
Tuesday and finished the three-day
tournament with a course record 855.
UCF's round of 279 was the first
time it broke 280-the previous teamlow. It also set a tournament record.
Malcom Joseph paced the Knights
with a 212 to finish in a tie for third and
set to records-low round (66) and low
two-day score (137). Andrew Rice finished seventh.
The other record set by UCF was its
two-round total of 570.

UCFs volleyball team will face its first action
against members of the American South Conference
Saturday. The Lady Kmghts will compete in a minitournament at Southwest Louisiana Univers'ity in
Lafayette.
in volleyball, the_American South holds three
mini tournaments, with the top four teams advancing
to the conference tournanien Nov.16-18 at Arkansas
State University. The Lady Indians of Arkansas
State have won the conference title in 1988and1989.
At Southwest Louisiana this weekend, UCF faces
four conference opponents. The Lady Knights will
· play two matches on Saturday and and two on Sunday. Saturday, UCF battles Louisiana Tech and
Lamar.
·
On Sunday the Lady Knights meet Southwest
Louisiana and Pan American.
The Lady Techsters of Louisiana Tech are in their
secona year of having a full-time volleyball program.
They sport a 9-5.record.
·
"It's nice to have another team in the conference so
that we can have an even number of conference
matches and a better schedule," Louisiana Tech
Coach Scott Mayhew said. ·
The LadyTechsters' starting lineup consists oftwo
juniors, three sophomores and one freshman.
"Two players on our squad, Katie Dow, who leads
us in kills, and Jill Bisba)le, our middle hlocker, are
legitimB:te Division I players," Mayhew said.
Dow is ranked seventh in the American South
standings in kills. Bisballe is the conference's third
leading player in hitting percentage, with a .344
average.
"I don't know how strong a team UCF is since it is
their first year in the conference. Arkansas State and
Southwest Louisiana are always strong," Mayhew
said. "I look for Lamar to also be a force th~s year." ·
Lamar has a 13-10 record and is playing its first
season with 12 full scholarship players. Out of
Lamar's starting six, three are seniors, two middle

Soccer te~lm
dealt· blow
Staff ReportCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA riJ 1\JrlE

.Lisa Peterson (10) lines up a spike attempt. The volleyball team
see ASC page 15 travels to SW Louisiana in the first of four mini tournaments.

Unheralded George Washington
University dealt the UCF women's
soccer team a blow by defeating the
Lady Knights, 2-0, Monday.
The Lady Knights, ranked No. 15 in
the nation, went 1-1-2 on the road. The
highlight of the trip was 2-2 tie against 'I
second-ranked North . Carolina. UCF
defeated Radford 2-0 Friday and began ·
the road trip with a 0-0 tie against
George Mason University.
;
The Lady Knights must win a their
remaining games to have a chance of
being one of the 12 playoff teams.

Pollard's teaching keeps UCF defense· sharp
anywhere. He is definitely an asset to
this team."
McDowell and Pollard agree that
Meet Coach Don "Deke" Pollard. He they have in common a coaching style
is the new defensive coordinator for that is intense.
the Knights this season. He joined the
"Coach McDowell has a no-nonsense
UCF football staff in the spring, just approach to coaching," Pollard said.
prior to spring drills.
·
"He carries that attitude on the field
Pollard has an extensive back- when he coaches. Our outlook is very ·
ground in coaching including 1 7 years similar."
on the college and professional levels.
Pollard feels the biggest difference
He came to UCF. from the Cleveland from coaching at the professional level
Browns, where he was a special assis- and the college level is teaching techtant on coach Bud Carson's staff last nique.
season.
"You have to teach more technique
"I helped coach the defense and was at the college level than at the profesa fourth assistant. I helped in coaching sional level," Pollard said. "In the pro's
the defensive line, special teams and you teach more schemes. In college you
quality control," Pollard said.
might see three or four offensive
Head Coach Gene McDowell sought schemes. In the pro's you might see 13
out Pollard when the defensive ·coordi- or 14."
nator position became available here at
So far the Knights (4-2) have given
up an average 16.0 points per game _,
UCF.
McDowell and Pollard have been under the direction of Pollard. McDowfriends since ties that go back to 1974 eli feels this is the best .defense that
and 1975 when both were assistant UCFhashad since he has been at UCF.
Last season, under defensive coordicoaches at Florida State University.
"At 'Florida State, I coached line- nator Rusty Russell, th~ Knights gave
backers and Coach Pollard coached up 16.8 points. UCF has also lowered
defensive backs," McDowell said.
the amount of yards given up.
Through six games, the defense has
"We've kept in touch and have been
given up an average of 111.0 rushing,
friends ever since."
Both McDowell and Pollard ex- 114.3 yards passing and 225.3 yards
pressed their mutual respect for each total. In 10 games last season, UCF .
gave up 163.8 yards rushing, 112.5
other's coaching ability.
"Coach Pollard has a barracuda atti- yards passing and276.3 yards total.
Pollard is no stranger to quality
tude," McDowell said. "He really gets
after his players and coaches. Some- defenses as his Arizona Wranglers of
times he gets after me. I'm sure that the now defunct USFL had the best
there is not a better defensive coach defense in the league and led in every
by Glenn Carrasquillo
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Defensive coordinator Deek Pollard instructs his players during practice. He
coached with Head Coach Gene McDowell at Florida State.

defensive category in 1984. Pollard was
defensive coordinator for the Wranglers in '84 and '85.
Pollard played college football at
Western Illinois University, where he
was a defensive back and a member of
the 1960 Leatherneck squad, which
recorded the only undefeated season in
that school's history.
Football Notes: UCF's total offense

against Samford of 407 yards was a
season high. The previous high was 393
yards against Kentucky State.
.
Like last week, UCF has a week off
to get ready for the Oct. 20 game ·
against Georgia Southern. The Eagles
flexbone offense can be tough to defend.
Last year, the Eagles gained all of their
420 yards rushing. The Eagles are
defending national champions.

~
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I'm sitting in Great
Escapes with three UCF
students- Doreen, Sally and
Lori- just talking about
stuff. You know, Eastern
philosophy, crystals, Ouija
Boards, Tarot cards, general
sorcery for
everyday
life ... stuff. The four of us are
· in a booth. They're all
smoking cigarettes, I'm not.
Everyone's relaxed; I begin
the interview.
·
"What does the term 'New
Age' mean to you ... What do
you think it is?"
Doreen answers, "Umm...
original music, the incense,
the crystals... people that are
interesting to talk to,
alternate philosophies. It's
. an interesting group," she
pauses, looking every bit the
New Age female, "But I don't
call myself New Age."
Why the reluctance to fall
under that label, I wonder? I
decide to drop if and let the
discussion continue.
Sally speaks up in her soft
British accent, "Basically,
we're more aware of
ourselyes, what we want,
where we're going. We've
more of a determined
attitude."
"It's just a way to believe.
[For myself] Taoism is a
major part of it," Lori adds.
Taoism
(pronounced
dowism), is an Eastern
philosophy, one of many
embraced by tbe New Age.
"I became interested in
Taoism in high school," says
Doreen, "I was brought µp
really Catholic ... but · it just
never worked with me. I
never under~tood it... I just
wanted to go as far away from
Catholicism as I could.
Taoism feels right for me .. .
It's a study of changes, a
series of st ories that you read
and derive your own morals
from. _Tao says that things
change, and you should go
with the change instead of
resisting."
"There's the best story,

from Tao," in$erts Doreen, you wanted?"
"it's about a stonecutter. The
"No. You never ever really
whole thing is that he wants getthe answerthatyou want.
to be something... greater The answer 'you want - is
than he is; but every time he rarely the tru,th of what's
achieves one position he going to happen," replies Lori
wishes himself even higher. definitively. I laugh, but only
He becomes the wind, he because what she's saying
becomes the cloud ... until he has a certain truth to it.
finally becomes the most
Sally speaks up again,
powerful thing he can be- "I've been having my Tarot
stone. Then he looks down, cards done now for the past
and sees a stonecutter three or four years. I've been
chipping away at him."
tolcl things were going to
I begin to see the occur and thought nothing of
attraction. But enough of the them- and then they
philosophy. What about the happen.
A good example is a year
crystals, the Ouija boards,
Tarot cards, all the really ago I had my cards
unconventional stuff? I ask read ... and the woman
Lori about her stones; she somehow saw a car accident.
has them in a little rainbow- A female was involved, as.
colored pouch around he; 9 well as a death. Two days
neck. She takes off her pouch later, one of my best friends
and pol.!rs the crystals and was in an accident and the
tumbled stones out onto the driver of the other car was
table and proceeds to explain killed." Coincidence? I don't
them.
·
know, and I won't judge.
I bring up Ouija Boards.
All of l hem do different
things, like psychic vitamins For the uninitiated, a Ouija
a
"game"
or something. Rose quartz, Board is
for instance, :ls a "love stone," manufactured by Parker :··:
aiding in 'things romantic. Brothers (they make
Plain quartz helps to heal the Monopoly) for talking to
body. Amethysts increase spirits. A pointer moves to
mental clarity. Lori jokes letters and numbers on the
that she has a ·1ot of "the board and gives
from
the
mental clarity ones." Sally messages
wears an amethyst as a netheiworld. It's family fun
pendant "for when I'm very for everyone.
stressed out," and Doreen
Doreen
immediately
has a few quartz crystals points to Lori,_"That's her bag
incorporated into her (with . neivous laughter)- it
scares me."
jewelry.
The three don't really
"Yeah, I have one," admits
believe that the crystals Lori, "I've had a Ouija Board
possess any innate power. for about four years. There's
The minerals and stones just two e~lanations for the
help focus whatever energies .movement of the pointer: It's .
the owner has. I believed a spirit moving through you,
what they believed. Time to guiding you, or it's the
combined energies of the two
hit the touchier stuff.
"Tarot." I say, referring to people using the board. "
the cards which canLori was ambivalent as to
supposedly tell the future , which of the two she
"Do any of you read Tarot?" believed. It would suffice to
"I do ," pipes Lori, "I've been say she 's had som·e
working with it. It's worked interes ting experien c es
for me the last couple of using her Ouija Board, and a
times I've done it."
couple of those experiences
"By 'workin.g for you' do
you mean you got the answer

..
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UCF al~na says . motivati.on got her a job
S
by Steven M. Conner

all probably happened over a month's time.
I came in for various interviews with several different
people. All the interviewers approved me and they
offered me a job. A big plus for me was my work record.
lowly but surely, Orlando is becoming a .force
I worked hard at my previous job in the Contemporary
to reckon with in the film industry. Disney/
Hotel (Guest Services) and my res~me showed that I
MGM and Universal Studios are currently working
had always been working. The ability fo handle hard
at capacity, and UCF and Valencia Community
work is essential in any production job.
·
College are busy churning out the most intelligent
I think another plus for me was that I was paying my
work force they can to fill available positions in the
industry.
way through school. That proved to the inteIViewers I
had a lot of responsibility.
In a saturated job ·market like· the film and
television industry, It is rare that students find
SC: Did you have any production experience or
previous work on a set whatsoever before you got the
work before college graduation. Recent UCF
graduate,JamieKeyserisoneoftho~ewhodidfind
job? "
JK: No. Actually the only experience I had on a set was
a job before graduation. Having worked for
my Acting I class at UCF. I worked on the set very little.
Orlando's two major production studios for ~ne
SC: What would you be doing right now if you weren't
and a half years, Miss Keyser has secured quite a
working as a talent coordinator?
niche for herself.
JK: I would still be calling out here to Disney and
Jamie recently spoke with us about her success.
Steven Conner: How would you describe your job?
Universal asking to get an interview.
also be trying
to meet people with the company. The UCF Alumni
Jamie Keyser: Anything the talent does, I need to
organize and handle. Their flights, hotel
office is a good place to find out if any graduates are
\\Kno""'.'ing someone in the
arrangements, script problems ---": I take care ·of all of
with a specific company a student is interested in
. it.
.
.
business is a definite plus, but ·applying to.
I also work as a liaison.between the talent and the
Ifl were interviewing a prospective employee, I would
you must keep going ofter favor someone that graduated from UCF over another
producers. If an actor doesn't like somet~ing in his or
her lines or wardrobe I take it to the producers and see
.college because I graduated from there. The gentleman
the job."
what can be worked out. That is one ofmymainjobs.
.that hired µie was a UCF alumnus.
.
Jamie Keyser
Oh, and I can't forget the most important thing·- the
SC: Do y01:1 think there is room.for someone to move
UCFAlumna
budget.
around in a company like Disney?
Say the talent wants to go here and do this, I have
JK: Oh yes. You don't have to start on the ground floor
to estimate how much money they may spend or what .
~
of production. You can start out in other areas and
they may do so we don't go over the budget.
Disney Easter Parade, theft I would keep work your way over to that department.
SC: So the producers say each talent has so much to getting work.
Working in a retail shop_ or as a janitor or something
spend on expenses and.that's it?
SC: Did he give you the job then?
allows you to meet people in the company. It may take
JK: Yes.
JK: No. No he didn't. He told me to call some time to move around - ~t all depends on how
SC: Do you ever get the feeling some stars take him in a couple of weeks. I sent him my dedicated the person is.
advantage of this?
resume first. He reviewed my resume and
s~e KEYSER page 3
JK: I just think the talent knows that Disney will go all -: lo?ked at my past work experience. This
out for them. Disney pays for the families
or close friends of the talent to accompany
them to Orlando. YouknowhowDisneyis
a fun place for kids, so the talent wants to
get as many members of their family into
the parks as possible. We can't cover the
costofeveryoneJoreverything,·butwewill
accommodate them as best we can. It all
comes down to what is allocated in the
budget ..
SC: How did it come about that yoti have
your current job?
JK: I was .at a luncheon at Church Street
Station when I met one of my future
. managers. He's the one that gave me my
first break. I explained to. him that
production was the career that I was
aiming for. He basically said if I do well
working as a set assistant on the Walt
·

.
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:Rµ$h celebrates 20 years with Chronicles
.

• Chronicles
Artist: Rush
Producers: Various
Label: Polygram
Rush. Most people either
get ecstatic or say, ''Who are
they?" when hearing of . the
Toronto-based band.
Rush started in the e;trly
'70s under an independent
release with Moon records.
The band made it big with
demand
through
the
underground and surfaced
with Mercury records. The
band's album2i 12 is depicted
as its breakthrough record
with the future fiction story
about revolution through
music.
The band is a trio composed
of guitarist Alex Lifeson,
bassist/vocalist Geddy Lee and
drummer Neil Peart. Rush is
an evolving kind of anthem/
story-telling rock band. Its
own unique blend of music
ranges from the thundering
guitar riffs of Led Zeppelin to
something more impressionable like Pink Floyd.
Rui;>h's innate ability to
.write songs based on unusual
themes has given it a distinct
style.
After listening to the band's
stop-start rhythm and

electrical trancelike sequences, most people either
get fanatical with the music or
they can't stand it.
This year marks the 20th
anniversary of the band and
with it comes a double compact
disc release titled Chronicles .
.The album comprises the best
of the group's 16 albums
ranging from its first album,
RUSH, to its most recent
Presto.
The new album records the
band's transitfons through
two decades in chronological
order. You can actually hear
the transition occur from song
to song; it's quite
awesome
experience if you appreciate
_,.
variety.
Beginning with a heavy
metal Zeppelin mode and
.turning toward a space· age,
science
fiction
style,
Chronicles is like a roller.:.
coaster ride through time.
Lee's one-of-a-kind vocal
ability adds the flavor needed ·
for the consistent changing in
the music. Lee's playing on the
synthesizer and bass is
nothing short of excellence
either.
Lifeson's ability to follow a
steady rhythm and then
wander off into total creativity
on the guitar contributes to an
unusually wide range of
sound.
Most bands follow a specific
format of sorts and rarely
change unless a founding
member dies or something
radical happens to someone in
the band. But Rush is change,
pure change .
The fi~st song on Chronicles
is rightfully "Finding My
Way," Rush's first song ever
recorded. Itcouldeasilyfitinto

.

'
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Drummer Neil Pe?rt has helped pull Rush through20 years of art rock.
.a Led Zeppelin album. Even
Lee's vocals sound similar to
Robert Plant's.
-"A Farewell To Kings"
brings together the band's -acoustical and metal abilities

see RUSH page 3
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·What's wrong w;ith Florida?
• 'Totnist Season" accents the continuou8 tourism in Florida
by Terri Francis

.
•
•·

•
~
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has written about Florida, is the way all the
items listed above are used as vehicles to
"Tourtst Season," by Miami Herald writer- address what's wrong with Florida.
Carl Hiaasen, takes off with all the rush of
Hiaasen's inaudible voice is -heard quite
a -high dive.
clearly through the character Skip Wiley as he
After leaving the diving board, Hiaasen says:
plunges the reader into a kidnapping, a
"What is. Florida · anyway? An immense
murder, an overzealous reporter, a mild- sunny toilet where millions of tourtsts flush
mannered detective and the novel's their money and save the moment on Kodak
centerpiece, a revolutionary group of 4 film ... "
named Las Noches de Diciembre.
..In the last hour we've been talking, 41.6
I read "Tourist Season" as an assignment morons moved into the state ofFlortda. They're
for an Honors English
arrtvtng at the ratv of
class. When my eyes
1,000 every day. There
first caught . sight of
is no place to put them!
that pink cover, I
The land is shrtveling
thought surely this
beneath us, the water
must be the wrong
is poison, the air is
book. Surely, no
rancid. Nature is
professor- would
trying to tell us it's time
assign her students to
to move on."
read
something
Good literature is
resembling
a
not bortng, though. In
supermarket coloring
my opinion, good
book.
literature is that which
But as they say
addresses the sertous
kids, you shouldn't
concerns ofthe time. in
judge a book by its
a language real people
cover or contents.
can understand.
Beneath
the
"Tourist Season,"
surface, this novel
with alJ its profanity,
has everyth-ing the
violence and shallow
intelligent reader
characters, makes itS
detests: a pathetic ~ase. After the reader
and predictable love
stops at the thought of
tpangle, stereotypical
a man choking on a
characters, gruesome
plastic alligator, he
violence
and
thinks.
WamerBoob
excessive profanity.
That alone makes
What is remarkable Miami Herald writer, Corl Hiassen, slams this dark comedy, if
about this, one of Florida as a tourist trap in his most recent not quality literature,
three books Hiaaseri novel, "Tourist Season."
dai;n good stuff.

FROMPAGE2
SC: What job has been the
most demanding on you so
far?

JK: Talent coordinating.

SC: Really?
JK: Definitely. People think
it sounds like an easy job,
that we just make the talent's
·work run smoothly, but you
just have to think, 'If this
talent is not happy, if you
don't get them their scripts
on time, if you don't get them
to the tape on time, if you
don't notify the producers of
scrtpt conflicts,' any little
thing, you can cause
problems for the whole
production. What is difficult
ishowyou'r.e not just dealing
with your job, but you need
to make the talent's job look
good.
On the whole, the job is
very, very stressful. You may
Wind up working on a
production for 48 or more
days straight and working 18
hour days.
SC:What is your degree in?
JK: I have a B.S . in Liberal
Studies with Business,
Behavioral
Science,
Comtnunication arid Health.
I found that having a wellrounded education shows
you are diversified in your
knowledge and can easily fill
in in different capacities.
SC: What separates you from
other people in your field?
JK: I'm very down-to-earth, a
good listener and I'm sincere
and honest about what I do.
I don't try and schmooze my

RU&H
FROMPAGE2

-·

along with its expertise in
special effects.
For anyone who likes to find
meaning in lyrics and not just
hear the typical mindless, trite
material often found on a hit
station, Rush is the band_to
listen to. The variety and
difference throughout its
·lyrical works could easily
make a literature course.
If you've never heard of
Rush or have never really
listened to the band, this

..

way around and for that
reason I think the talent
trusts me. Also, I think a lot
of times the talent knows I'm
a Chrtstian.
I don't get an ego about
what I do which also helps. I
wasn't always· that way
though. I was selfish at one
time and I learned the hard .
way that it doesn't pay to be
dishonest and self-centered.
SC: What keeps you from
getting an ego?
JK: I'm going to have to bring
the Lord into this... I try to .
live my life by two things
found in the Bible: "Godismy
strength and power. He
maketh my way perfect." (2
Samuel 22:33)
SC: With all the competition
in the industry, is it fair for
FilmjTelevision students to
expect a . job when they
graduate?
JK: There are . some
production ·jobs here, but
like I said, the students need
to get in somewhere and
work for tbeir goal. Knowing
someone in the business is a
definite plus, but you must
keep going after the job.
SC: Any advice for the
struggling student?
JK: The best advice I can give
is don't g~ve upt
The Jamie Keyser story
doesn't end here, though.
After this interview took
place, Jamie . secured a .
position assisting 'the
director on the "Separate
but Equal" mini-series
currently filming at
Disney/MGM Studios.
Jamie's career goal, as,of
now, is to pursue directing.

album is a great opportunity to ·
get acquainted with one of
rock's bests. Any Pink Floyd
fan would be a sure fan of this
group.
In fact, if any group was to
claim any ·s imilarity With
Rush it would be the Floyd.
Subtract Pink Floyd's
heavy psychedelic effects and
add a little bit of Led
Zeppelin's feedback and you've
got a very generalized Rush
sourid. Of course this band is
still evolving, so there's no
telling where they'll go next.

-Josiah Baker
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and sells Native American rocks for a while. I couldn't
paraphernalia, i~ sitting in have been more wrong.
Patrick's still talking, I'm
FROM PAGE 1
the corner, preening the
feathers on a large druin. still sitting on the wooden
· Soon after the initial "Hello, waterfowl. Right now we're
willies. We all talked for a may I help you?" I introduce talking about established
while longer-about palm myself. Patrick turned out to · religions' acceptance of New
reading,
clairvt0yance, be very helpful.
Age:
potions, white magic. The
"Traditional religions
"What I find really neat
girls don't believe in all of it; · aren't fulfilling their roles about all of it is that it qoesn't
they just insist on being anymore," . begins Patrick. judge prev.ious background
open-minded about the I'm ~itting on a large wooden You can be a New Age Jew,
or
Baptist.
ideas.
. duck or swan sculpture that Catholic
I began to realize that what rocks, literally. It's unusual Unfortunately, that doesn't
those of us on the outside but comfortable. Patrick is go in the other direction."
label as New Age was a facing me over my tape Patrick continues, "When
dive'rse
collection
of rec9rder. I've just asked h:im other churches try to define
New Age, they attempt to
philosophies and beliefs, about New Age._
amorph~us
and ever
"When we were separate place it under a set of
changing.
societies, religions beld us cohesive rules, very much
Every one involved together against what was like their own belief. New Age
believes something different, outside. But now we're can't be defined as any
stresses
a
diff~rent . comingintothismoreunified singular movement... so
philosophy,
practices world
and
the
old [established religions] tend
different rituals.
institutions aren't working ... to be negative towards it."
I
think
I finally
I wanted to go deeper into whaJ · they stress are
this growing sub-culture. differences."
·
understand the reluctance of
Doreen had give~ me . a
"New Age ... that word is a Doreen and . others to be
business card for One On really nebulous te1m. labeled "New Age." The word
Earth, a New Age store in Unfortunately,
what's carries "a lot of baggage,"
Winter Park.
happened is that the extreme Patrick said. Like many
I found out about another right Fundamentalists have other things normal society
store, Spiral Circle, through grabbed that tag and made it -aoesn't understand, it has
myt~lks with other students. their own; what you get are been m!lde negative through
What better way to books like The Dark Side of ignorance . .
The last part of my journey
understand New Age than the New Age, which istotally
took me to Spiral Circle, on
going to the source? ·
bogus.
"If you're into New North Thornton Avenue in
I arrive at One On Earth
early .one afternoon. It's a Thought philosophies, the Orlando.
small shop on South Park only dark side is to close your · The shop is a converted
Avenue, set into the corner of eyes and not see what the frame house in an old
[of
other residential area. I walk in
a larger building. Plate glass benefits
. on three ~ides gives the sun philosophies] are. To me, and am struck by the
ample opportunity to reach what New Age means is... positiveness of the place . .rt's
the crystals, stones and infinite abundance, infinite bright, inviting-wooden
fossils on display inside. I love; the only negative floors, light blue plaster
walkin. There'samanseated aspects of oilr lives are the walls. There are books
everywhere.
behind the counter- Patrick ones we choose to create."
·crews, the owner. J a n
I'll admitit. I went into the
The first room I walk into
Blue, a woman who makes .store expecting to talk about has a small table and a

NEW :AGE

VANESSA LEARNED
HOW TO POP AWHEELIE
AT CAMP CHALIENGE.
Florida's Easter Seal Camp

•
J

for children and adults with tlisabilities
fishlng
• frie)ldship
• swimming • nature trail
·
· - • • archery • and more

Call (904) 3g3.:4711 for summer camp info

Soon I am sitting in front of
couple of easy chairs. One of
the chairs has a girl curled the counter. In my right hand
up in it. There's a small boom I hold the end of _a silver
box setting on the table, chain. Hanging from the
singing to her. She's busy chain is a finger of clear
reading . a book-probably quartz. The sum of the two is
got it from one of the shelves known as a pendulum.
on the walls. I know this is a
Beverly has instructe-a me
store, but I almost feel as -if on the proper way to hold the
I'm walking through pendulum. "Right arm bent,
someone's house.
left hand cupped under the
All of the rooms are lined cryst_al," she says, "You want
with books. Padded chairs to make a circular path for
and c0lorful throw pillows the energy."
beckon you to sit down and
"Clear your mind and q.sk
read in every room. There are the crystal which way for
unusual
paintings, yes ... don't say it, think it...
sculptures, posters and let it happen," she continues.
charts hanging where books
I can't believe I'm doing
are absent.
this. The crystal begins to
I found out later from swing away, then back
Beverly Ford, who runs toward me. I can't believe the
Spiral Circle, that each of the crystal is doing this.
seven rooms -is devoted to
"Will it to stop," says
some different aspeCt of New Beverly. It stopped.
Age. For example, the room
"Now, ask which way for
with the boom box and the . no." I asked, or thought. The
girl was the rpusic room.
crystal swung left and right.
After wandering around A nervous laugh escaped me. •
on my own a few minutes, I My perception of reality was
finally make it into what I doing handstands.
assume is the main room.
I then was shown how to
Besides the books, there are choose crystals and stones
crystals, stones, herbs, oils, · that were right for me- ones
I could seek guidance and
incense and other items.
The counter is covered strength from. Malachite, a
with small crystals and dark green stone, is good for
tumbled stones. On the wall me. When I held it in my left
behind the counter hangs a palm the pendulum nodded
painting of Jesus Christ. yes. I just couldn't bring
Next to Him is a tapestry myself to ask it questions,
printed with a photo of the though. I'd opened my mind
Earth.
up enough for one day.
A well-dressed, attractive"The mind starts to stretch
older woman comes up ·to and it doesn't want to stop,"
me, gives me a hug and says, says Beverly, as I prepare to
"Welcome!" She hugged my leave. I think apout that as
photographer Brigette, too. I'm driving off. l.'ve been
..She introduces herself as thinking about it. Ithinkalot
Beverly.
now.

·oo YOU

-HAVE AN
ATTITUDE.

That's KEEN,
Phil!
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Order your college ring NOW.
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